Adult Registration – Coach or Operator
1.

Navigate to the Basketball Certification System (BBCS) website (https://BBCS.ncaa.org)

2.

Press the Register as a New User button.

3.

Select Coach or Operator from the I am a
dropdown box.

4.

Enter your Name, Date of Birth, & USA
Basketball GOLD License #.
ECAG has partnered with USA
Basketball to administer all criminal
background checks and educational
courses. A valid USA Basketball GOLD
License # is required prior to
registering or performing any actions
within the BBCS.

5.

Identify whether you Are you employed at an NCAA institution? - If you are employed in any
capacity at any NCAA member institution, check YES to this question.
Are you currently employed as a basketball coach at an NCAA institution? - If you are
employed specifically as a basketball coach at any NCAA member institution, check YES to
this question. Note that DI coaches are prohibited from coaching at NCAA certified events
and leagues.

6.

Press the Add New Address button.

Enter your primary address of residence, not a business address.

7.

Review saved address entry for accuracy.
Once Submitted, you WILL NOT be able to make edits to this
information without contacting ECAG to make changes (1-844562-6201 or at ECAG@ncaa.org.
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8.

Enter and confirm your email address. The email
address entered is where important information
related to the athlete's participation will be
delivered. Remember this email address – it will be
will be your login to the Basketball Certification
System (BBCS).

9.

Provide Phone Number. You will need to indicate
whether the number provided is in the US
(Domestic) format or a non-US format (International). This will determine the number of digits you can enter.

10. Create and confirm your password. Remember this password - it will be used to login to the BBCS.
11. Confirm understanding of the acknowledgements by selecting all the checkboxes including the Terms of Use & Privacy Policy.

12. Verify in the provided Captcha that a human being has created the profile by checking the
I'm not a robot box.
And then respond to the additional Captcha request. For example:

13. The Submit button WILL NOT appear until all boxes are checked. Press the Submit button.

14. Once submitted, the BBCS will sign out of the profile and a green bubble will appear indicating that the registration must be
confirmed.
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15. Log into the email account that utilized on the BBCS profile during registration.
Open the registration confirmation email and click on the Please click here to confirm your registration hyperlink.

16. Once that link is clicked, the account has been created.
You can now log back into BBCS.
BE AWARE - Until you have obtained your USA Basketball GOLD License
AND ECAG has validated your USA Basketball GOLD License Number
and verified your NCAA eligibility within the BBCS, you WILL NOT be
permitted to perform any activity in the BBCS beyond creating your user
account.
Once this has been done, you will be able to perform the following
actions depending on your role:
Create a team ROSTER to opt-in to certified events as a coach.
Apply for certification of an event or league as an operator.

The Adult User (coach/operator) account has been created.
Be sure to complete the additional items requiring action
listed within the registration confirmation email to be
eligible for participation.
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Responding to Bench Invitations - Coach
An assistant coach will receive an email and an alert within the Basketball Certification System (BBCS) whenever he or she has been
added to another coach’s BENCH in the BBCS.

Email Notification of Bench Addition - Coach

Online Notification of Bench Addition - Coach
Alerts are visible by logging in online.
Navigate to the ALERTS section.

The Clear Alert button can be used to remove any desired
alerts to remove the clutter from the page (delete alerts that
have already been read or to which the coach has responded).

REMINDER – Only coaches who have confirmed their registration by clicking the link in the registration email, obtained a USA
Basketball GOLD License, and have been validated as NCAA eligible by ECAG within the BBCS can be added to another coach's BENCH.
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Accept/Reject Bench Invitation - Coach
Navigate to the My Invitations tab within the COACHES section and select either
Accept or Reject to the BENCH invitation.

If the Reject button is selected, a message will appear requiring
confirmation of the decision to reject the invite.

Once the invite has been rejected, it will no longer be accessible for the invited coach. Additionally, the invited coach's name will
disappear from the BENCH coach's list of Sent invitations on his/her BENCH.

However, the coach can always send additional invitations to add the coach to the BENCH again if necessary (rejected by mistake,
changed their mind, etc.).

If the Accept button is selected, a message will appear and the coach's
request will move from the My Pending Invitations section to the My
Accepted Invitations section of page.

The invited coach's status will be
reflected as Accepted on the
requesting coach’s BENCH as well.
The BENCH coach will receive an Alert of your acceptance or rejection of invitation. They WILL NOT be notified via email.

Responding to the bench invitation has been completed!
Be sure to continually check for new invites.
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Editing Your BBCS Account Information
If you need to make changes to your user account due to a new address, phone number, misspelled word, etc. You must contact ECAG.
See: Contact ECAG.

Forgot Your BBCS Username and/or Password
Password Lock WARNING
Entering the wrong password three (3) times when trying to access the BBCS will result in your account being locked for 30 minutes.
After that time, has expired, you can attempt again. Keep this in mind when doing things right before the event. ECAG staff CANNOT
speed up this time restraint. If you enter the wrong password twice, but correctly enter it the third time, you will be able to access
your account without delay.

Forgot BBCS Password
If you do not remember your password, there is a recovery feature on the initial login
screen of the BBCS.
1.

Click the Reset Password Here link on the login screen.

2.

A window will pop-up for you to enter your email address.

3.

Enter your email address and click the Submit button.

4.

When you have successfully clicked
the Submit button, the BBCS will
display a message indicating that
instructions have been emailed to
you so that you can reset your
password.

5.

Log in to your email account and you should have
received the instructions email that includes a
hyperlink that you will utilize to create a NEW
password for your account.

Forgot BBCS Username
Your username will always be the emails address that you used when creating your account. IF you do not remember what email
address you utilized OR if you need to update your email address because you no longer have access to that account, you will need to
contact ECAG to do so.

Login Trouble for BBCS?
Contact ECAG for assistance. See: Contact ECAG.
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BBCS Time Out Warning
If you have the BBCS open and have not performed any action for a period of 30 minutes, you will see the following warning:

Once the warning time has expired, you will be signed out of your account.
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Team Building - Coach
Bench Creation - Coach
Purpose: Coaches in NCAA-certified events are required to create a ROSTER in the BBCS for EACH event in which they have teams
participating. To do this, the coach must first create a BENCH.
The BENCH is a list of ALL athletes and coaches within the team/organization that could be placed on a ROSTER.
A coach will only have one (1) BENCH,

but will be able to utilize the individuals associated with that BENCH to create an endless amount of team ROSTERS.

1.

Log into the Basketball Certification System (BBCS) website (https://BBCS.ncaa.org)

2.

Navigate to the My Bench tab within the COACHES section.

3.

Until a coach has obtained a USA Basketball GOLD License AND ECAG has validated the coach's USA Basketball GOLD License
Number and verified his/her NCAA eligibility within the BBCS, he/she WILL NOT be permitted to perform any activity in the BBCS
beyond creating your user account. Instead the message below will appear and the coach will be forced to come back later to
continue with the BENCH creation process.

4.

Once ECAG has validated the coach's
USA Basketball GOLD License Number
and verified his/her NCAA eligibility, the
coach will see a list of attestations when
he/she navigates to the My Bench tab
within the COACHES section.

5.

The coach will be required to
acknowledge EACH statement by
selecting each box and then clicking the I
Agree button.
The coach WILL NOT be permitted to
create a BENCH until ALL boxes are
checked.
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6.

Click the New Address button to enter the
team's/organization's address. A coach CANNOT
search
for
athletes/coaches
until
the
team's/organization's address has been added.
To assist the coach with complying with the NCAA
residency requirement, this address will
determine the eligibility of the players that can be
added to his/her BENCH.
Additionally, as athletes are added to the
BENCH, the coach will be alerted of
potential rule violations and in some cases,
required to provide documentation to
ensure compliance.

7.

Review saved team address entry for
accuracy.
The coach may edit the team address up until the point that a ROSTER is created. After a ROSTER for an event has been created,
the coach WILL NOT be able to make edits to the address without contacting ECAG (1-844-562-6201 or at ECAG@ncaa.org.
[Similarly, in the rare circumstance that a coach needs to add a 2nd address, the coach will need to contact ECAG and provide
justification for why more than one address is necessary.]

8.

Select Open Search within the Add Coaches
and Athletes section. This will expand the
section to search and add individuals
(players and assistant coaches) to the BENCH.

9.

If a US address has been specified as
the team address, the state will
automatically default to the state
listed within the team address.
A reminder of this appears in the
comment in the blue bubble.

10. The Role column will identify whether the individual is an
Athlete or a coach.

11. Be aware of the buttons highlighted in the image below. It may
be necessary to use them to expand and or close windows to
see the BENCH completely.
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Coach Adding Athletes to Bench Instructions
1.

Search for the athlete by name. Be aware of the following search restrictions:
a.

Only athletes who have confirmed their registration will appear in search; AND

b.

In the case of US addresses, only athletes that are in the same state, same metro area or in an adjoining state to the team
address will appear in search; AND

c.

In the case of non-US addresses, only
athletes that are in the same country as the
team address will appear in search;

d.

Only those players that have completed
both their educational course and school
information can be added to the BENCH.
In the example pictured,
1) Donald Duck has confirmed his registration
2) Mickey Mouse, however, has not confirmed his registration. In that regard, Mickey does not show up in the list of
available athletes.
3) There is a warning icon next to Donald Duck's name. When hovering over that icon, the highlighted message displays
to tell the coach why the athlete is NOT currently able to be placed on the BENCH.
Note: If there are multiple addresses for a team or a player than the criteria for determining a valid state (US addresses) or
country (non-US addresses) is evaluated. If there is a match than the player will appear in the BENCH search results.

2.

If the athlete has completed all his/her required steps,
the coach will see a green Add to Bench button next
to the athlete's name.

3.

Click the green Add to Bench button and the athlete
will be added to the BENCH in a TENTATIVE state.
The athlete will receive an email and an alert in the
BBCS that the coach has added them to the BENCH,
which requires the athlete to Accept or Reject the
addition. Until the athlete accepts the Coach's invitation, the Coach WILL NOT be able to view all the information on the athlete's
profile and WILL NOT be able to add the athlete to a team ROSTER.
If the athlete rejects the addition, they will disappear from the coach's list of pending invitations and they will be removed from
the BENCH completely. The coach can search and invite the athlete again if needed.
Athletes who have accepted the coach's invitation will appear on the BENCH in the My Bench – Athletes section.

4.

Review list of added players on BENCH and address any warnings.

(same address and/or phone # of another person)
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Coach Adding Other Coaches to Bench Instructions
1.

Only adults that have confirmed their registration, obtained their USA Basketball GOLD License, had their USA BASKETBALL GOLD
License Number validated by ECAG and been verified to be NCAA eligible by ECAG within the BBCS will appear in search and
available to add onto the BENCH.

2.

Click the green Add to Bench button and the coach will be added to the BENCH in a TENTATIVE state.
The invited coach will receive an email and an alert in the BBCS that a coach has added them to a BENCH, which requires the
coach to Accept or Reject the addition. Until the invited coach accepts the BENCH coach's invitation, the BENCH coach WILL NOT
be able to view all the information on the invited coach's profile and WILL NOT be able to add the invited coach to a team ROSTER.
If the invited coach rejects the addition, they will disappear from the BENCH coach's list of pending invitations and will be removed
from the BENCH completely. The BENCH coach can search for and invite the coach again if needed.

3.

Invited coaches who have accepted the invitation will appear on the BENCH in the My Bench – Coaches section.

Bench Invitation Process - Coach
1.

When a coach clicks, the green Add to Bench
button for an athlete or another coach, that
individual will be notified via email and an
alert in the BBCS.

2.

The invited coach/athlete will be required to
Accept or Reject the BENCH coach's addition.
NOTE: You WILL NOT be able to view all the
information on that individual's profile until
they Accept your invitation nor will you be
able to add them to a ROSTER for an event.
Until the coach accepts your invitation, you
WILL NOT be able to view all the information
on the coach's profile and you WILL NOT be
able to add the coach to a team ROSTER.
FYI - Athletes will either Accept or
Reject the BENCH invitation by
navigating to the My Teams Tab.
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A coach will either Accept or Reject the
BENCH invitation by navigating to the
COACHES section header within My
Invitations tab.

Coach Visibility of Sent Bench Invitations
1.

You will receive an alert under the ALERTS section of accepted or rejected invitations, no email.

Once you have read the Alert, you can use the Clear Alert button to move the message from your primary Alert list to the
Archived list.
2.

Additionally, you’ll see that the Invitation Status on the BENCH has changed from Sent to Accepted.

In addition to the change in the Invitation Status, you will now be able to view additional information for that individual by
clicking on their name. Individuals who declined your invitation will be removed from the BENCH.

The bench has been created!
Be aware that a team roster will still need to be created for
EACH event in which a team will participate.
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Roster Creation - Coach
Using the athletes and coaches included on the BENCH, the BENCH coach will need to create a team ROSTER for EACH event.
1.

Navigate to the COACHES section and
then to the My Rosters tab.

2.

Scroll to find or use the Search field to find an event where this team/organization will have a team(s) participating. It is possible
to search by the event's name, facility name, facility city, facility state, operator's name or operator's phone/email.

3.

Click the Create Roster button next to that event (Only events that have been approved by the NCAA will appear on the list.
Similarly, only those events that have not started will appear on the list. In that regard, this list will continually be changing.)

4.

Clicking the Create Roster button will open a
new window with a snapshot of that coach's
BENCH.

5.

Enter a Team Name.

6.

The Team Address will auto populate from
what was entered on the bench. The Team
Address may or may not be the same as the
head coach's address.

7.

ALL the athletes and coaches on the BENCH
who are eligible to participate with the team
(completed all prerequisites AND accepted
the BENCH coach's invitation) will be visible.
Note: You may need to use the scroll arrow
to view the entire list of potential
participants.

8.

Select the blue Add to Roster button next to
each person's name that will be participating with this team in the event. Once selected, the Add to Roster button will turn green
and a check will appear in the box on that button.

9.

A field will appear for the jersey number of each athlete. This field will default to the jersey
number entered when the athlete's profile was created. [Note: The jersey number is entered
on the athlete's profile along with their school information; so it is likely that their school
jersey number will be what is entered here.] If no number was entered when the athlete
profile was created, the field will be blank on the ROSTER.

10. The coach will need to either enter or edit the jersey numbers that appear on the ROSTER so
that the ROSTER is ACCURATE. A number MUST be entered for each athlete identified as
participating.
The coach is responsbile for correctly identifying all athletes and their CORRECT JERSEY NUMBER on the ROSTER. Changes should
be updated in the BBCS PRIOR TO TRAVELING TO THE EVENT. Coaches who fail to keep their ROSTER(s) up-to-date with accurate
jersey numbers may be penalized and eligiblity to participate in NCAA-certified events may be affected.
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11. Similar to the BENCH, warning icons
will also be visible from this ROSTER
screen. Hovering over the icons will
display a generic warning message
while the BENCH will have more specific warning details.
12. Review list of added players on ROSTER and be prepared to address any warnings.

(same address and/or phone # of another person)

13. Click the Save Roster button. When the ROSTER is saved, it will appear in the list on Create Rosters tab of the COACHES section.

Roster Limitations
Be aware that the BBCS will only allow for three (3) out-of-state athletes to be added to a team ROSTER and they must be from
an adjoining state. If the BENCH coach attempts to add a fourth athlete, an error message will appear.
The SAME 3 adjoining state athletes must play with the team for the duration of the event. The coach may, however, use a
different set of three athletes when participating in a different event. If the coach needs to swap an out-of-state athlete for a
different athlete, the athlete that
appears on the ROSTER must be
deleted before the BBCS will allow
the coach to add another out-ofstate athlete.
REMEMBER - The SAME 3 adjoining state athletes must play with the team for the duration of the event.
BE AWARE - Out of state athletes from non-adjoining states or from a different country are not permitted. If the BENCH coach
attempts to add one of these athletes, an error message will appear.

Roster Edits - Coach
A BENCH coach can edit a team ROSTER up until 11:59 PM the day before the event start date, after that, the EDIT ROSTER button
will be unavailable and will reflect Event in Progress.

A team roster has been created!
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